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PART I--A. FOREt'iTORD AND PURPOSE OF SERIES

This paper (Parts I-A, B) is the first of a seriesof

working papers cn data processingnetworks of a certain type.

These are termed User-OrientedNetworks and defined in Part I-B

following. The need for some such seriesof discussionsis

brought about by current activities at IIASA aimed at creating

a telecommunicationsnetwork connectingLaxenburg with various

centers in the NMO's and with at least a few large computing

centers. The goals of such a network differ from those of

conventional, existing networks and the nature of the network,

if implementedas now being discussed,will introduce a number

of new operationalproblems. The main purposeof this series

is to bring to light the kinds of problems which will be

encounteredand to suggestdesignswhich will minimize the

difficulties and enhanceoverall effectiveness.

This series is concernedonly peripherally with hardware,

per se. Other investigatorsare much better equipped to

evaluateparticular componentryand necessaryhardware interfaces

and line protocols. At the same time, however, suggestions

which will be made will have strong implications for capacity

and compatibility among nodal units and the interconnecting

telecommunicationlines. In some parts of the series, rather

specific recommendationswill be made for computers neededas

nodal switch points.

For the most part, this series is concernedwith

programming considerations,both for operationof a network

and for its use. The programming of application software systems

or application programs on large computers is not a principle

area of discussionbut, of course, the requirementsfor such

work will arise from time to time and provide major con-

siderationsfor network capability. The term IIprogrammingll

is used herein in a broader sensewhich encompassesthe flow

of data among nodes of the ｮ ･ ｴ ｾ ｯ ｲ ｫ and the kind of higher-

level protocols, command and con-trol languages,symbology

standards,etc., which will be required.
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This writer is aware that many suggestionsto be made--or

their implications--maybe impractical at the presenttime for

either financial or political reasons. However, these cannot

be consideredpermanentconstraintsor the network can never

be realized. On the other hand, it is not intended that anything

will be suggestedwhich is technologicallyor logically

infeasible. In general, it is hoped that the serieswill arouse

discussionand criticism by a number of people at IIASA. It is

necessaryto think very carefully about the consequencesof any

design decision in such a long-rangeand far-reachingunder-

taking as an international network of the kind being contemplated.

Part I-B following defines the kind of network contemplated

in terms of overall goals and then discussesnine general

classesof problems which are immediately foreseen. Part II

will take up the inter-usercommunicationproblem and suggest

an overall network design which satisfies these requirements.

Part III extends the discussionof Part II to user-system

communicationand introduces the necessaryhigher-level protocOls

to accommodateit. The overall design, terminology and style

implied by Parts II and III will be the basis for the remaining

discussionsunless criticism is so severeas to require heavy

revisions.

Following parts, after III, will deal with areasof

operationalconvenience,system compatibility, symbology, and

network effectiveness. The exact brt.=akdown is not yet

completely formulated and will depend in part on reactions

to Parts I, II and III.
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INTRODUCTION

There exist already two, or perhapsthree, types of

computer networks. The first arrangementis where a large

computing center--or perhapsa small number of highly

integratedcenters--providesservices to a large number of

users in many cities or areas. This is done ｾ ｳ a profit-

making venture. Leased telephone lines connect concentrators

in various strategic locations to the main center or centers.

Users near these concentratorsmay then accessthe system via

local telephonecalls. The area served by a concentratormay

be expandedsomewhat by extendedarea telephoneservice. All

these costs are included in the overheadof the company. The

enterprisecontrols the range of equipment, the scope of basic

software whose integrity it maintains and assures,and the

protocols necessaryto use the system. Each user must have

an account with the company and is billed directly by the

company. Such an arrangementmay be called a commercial

network. A number of heavily-usedand successfulones now

exist. There is a tendency toward specializationof clientele,

and hence of services.

The second arrangementinvolves a network enterprise,as

such, which provides lines to both a variety of computer centers

and a variety of localities. Similar hardware and leased lines

are used as in the first type. However, there are additional,

standardizednetwork protocols*--which degraderesponsetime

slightly and introduce another source of error and breakdown.

However, these disadvantagesare not severe. The idea is to

make a large number of centers--primarilyin universities and

researchcenters--availableto a large number of research

organizations. Having gone through the network protocols, the

user must then abide by the protocols and conventionsfor the

center and systemwhich he accesses. These arc relayed by the

network verbatim. A user pays for the network service and

additionally must have an account at each center he uses, for

which he pays on an as-usedbasis. (The center charges

Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｟ Ｎ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｟ Ｎ ｟ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ

*In fact, these also exist for commercial networks but

are usually very simple since all accounting is centralized.
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are usually lower than in the first arrangement.) Such an

arrangementmay be called a ｣ｯｾｰ･ｲ｡ｴｩｶ･ network and several

are now in regular use.

A possible third type is a data-basenetwork. However,

these are little more than special casesof the first two,

and are sometimesmerely an adjunct to or auxiliary service

of other networks, particularly commercial. There are,

however, both special problems and potentially different

telecommunicationarrangementsfor data-basenet\omrks. More

will be said on this later.

IIASA has a need for and is beginning to create a network

which differs from the above types. All the above types might

be utilized by IIASA for various needs but no one or two would

satisfy all its requirements. The concept emerging at IIASA

might be termed a user-orientednetwork. The first approximation

to such a network might closely resemblea cooperativenetwork

and, indeed, the most heavily used facility to date is

essentiallya commercial network (except that specific

equipmentat IIASA is used in place of a concentrator).

However, neither arrangementis adequatefor IIASA's full

scope of interests. The following is a preliminary discussion

of the nature of a user-orientednetwork such uS IIASA appears

to require, followed by some observationson various problems

which must be overcome.

A USER-ORIENTED NETWORK

In order to describe a user-orientednetwork, one needs

first to state its purposes. The following list of goals is

less in order of importance than in order of difficulty.

1. To accessthe best computing facilities for

required jobs.

2. To accessdata basesstored ln various places.

3. To minimize time delays due to network or center

overloading or breakdown.

4. To minimize cost per job, other things being equal.
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5. To permit and foster collaborationand work-load

sharing by dispersedgroups in the NMO's and

and other researchorganizations.

6. To permit and foster on-line, interactive

collaborationon an international scale.

7. To monitor researchefforts, avoid duplication

and provide quick information on past and

present research,among all participating

organizations.

A cooperativenetwork could satisfy 1. It might also easily

satisfy 2. though there are some technical difficulties;

more troublesomeare political problems. This impediment

will turn up in all succeedinggoals and will be discussed

further in the next section. In substance,however, goals 1.

and 2. are now technically, and perhapseven financially,

feasible.

Goal 3. involves two main concepts: matching of jobs

to facilities by selectionof "best" cent8r currently

available; and selectionof best routing to that center on

the network. Both of these areas have a number of ramifications.

Some promising work has already been done by the Computer

ScienceProject and Computer Serviceswhich bear on these

｣ ｯ ｮ ｣ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｳ Ｎ

Goal 4. is largely an extensionof 3. but involves

estimationsof cost effectivenessof different systems for

classesof problems. Such data can be obtained only by

experiment. Comparisonsof this kind have been made by a

number of user groups or user centersbut the results are

hard to locate and sometimesharder to interpret.

Goals 5. and 6. are closely related and probably

constituteone of the two main capabilities in which IIASA

is interested (the other being 7.). It is not sufficient

merely to have comprehensivecapabilitiesat IIASA.

Continuing, coordinatedeffort within the NMO's is also

desirableand, indeed, it is probably necessaryif continuity
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is to be maintained in work done at IIASA. Visiting

researchers,for example, need to be able to gain some degree

of familiarity with IIASA's facilities beforehand,so that

valuable time is not lost when they arrive. Similarly, after

returning to their home base, they need to be able to continue

work with their programs, files, and proceduresdeveloped

here. Furthermore, it may often be desirableto allocate sub-

tasks to the NMO's for projects coordinatedat IIASA. To be

effective, this requires some degreeof inter-facility

communicationand compatibility.

Goal 6. looks beyond merely coordinatedeffort by various

centers to real on-line, interactive collaboration. This

poses severeadditional problems of both a technical and a

political nature.

Goal 7. would be fairly easy to realize if all the other

six had been achieved. However, it is desirableto have this

capability in some degreebefore all the difficulties of goals

1. to 6. are overcome. Considerableresearchinto information

content, format and control can be done abstractly. As these

designsare firmed up, parts of an information system can be

implemented, at least locally, which will be compatible with

the full capability hoped for in the more distant future.

In addition to these desiredcapabilities, there is

clearly a need for a centralizedand automatedaccounting

system.

CLASSES OF PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED

The problems which will be encounteredin realizing the

foregoing goals are not in a one-one relationshipwith them.

Such a classificationwould be either strainedor redundant.

A more meaningful breakdown is shown below. The order here

is roughly from lowest to highest level.

A) Hardware Compatibility and Telecommunication

Interfaces.
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B) Network Protocols and Switching Techniques.

C) System Philosophy (Style) and Data Management

Conventions.

D) Data Input Formats; File Structuresand

Organizations.

E) Processor (Software) and Data-BaseCompatibility.

F) Classificationof Jobs and Tables of System

Efficiency.

G) Corrunand and Control Languages.

H) Responsiveand Effective HaintenanceProcedures.

I) Security and System Integrity, plus Accounting

Procedures.

J) International and Inter-organizationalPolitical

Problems.

Within these broad classes,some overlnpping problems

exist. This is particularly true with what has been termed

political problems. For example, Security, Accounting an

MaintenanceProceduresall involve political considerations.

However, there are other overlaps. Switching techniquesare

dependentboth on available equipment in different countries

and on the intendedmode of use, For example, packet-

switching might be found most effective for large data

transfers, such as RJE or data-baseaccess,but might be

unworkable for real-time, interactive operation.

Permeatingall considerations,of course, is the question

of financing. It is clear that such an undertaking as that

envisionedwill be expensive. No attempt will be made here

to assessfiscal feasiblity. In some cases, the effect of

the availability of substantialfunds will be noted.

Each of the above classesis discussedin varying

degreesof detail in the sequel.

Before any kind of computer network can exist, electronic

machinesmust be able to send signals to each other. When

one considersa network linking different computer systems,
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then one must, of course, arrange interfacesbetween their

differing electrical characteristicsand logical conventions.

Since distance implies communication links--essentially

telephonelines--interfacingbetween the computersand the

telephonesystem is also necessary. A variety of proven

equipment exists to perform these functions. In the USA

with its unsurpassedBell Telephonesystem, one need

scarcelyworry about anything more except cost. In Europe,

however, with its numerous international boundariesand

national telephonesystems, there are additional problems.

Clearly, equipment is in place for connectingvirtually any

two telephonesand also for computer networks across

boundaries. Nevertheless,one cannot place a call from,

say, Vienna to Bratislava as easily or quickly as from

New York to San Francisco, roughly a hundred times the

distance. Furthermore, the additional interfaceswhich must

exist--thoughunknown to the user--areanother potential

sourceof error and breakdown, as well as delay. The extent

to which this situation will be an impediment to an

international network needs thorough investigation.

Given enough money, then it is clearly possible to

electronically link nearly any two pieces of equipment.

Compatibility, per se, should be achievablewith essentially

standardequipment. However, speedof access,reliability,

speedof transmissionin volume, and freedom from inter-

ference are also essentialcharacteristics.

Network ｐ ｲ ｯ ｴ ｾ ｾ ｯ ｬ ｾ __ ｡ｾｾＮﾧＮｾ｟ｩ ｴｾｬｊＮｩｮｧ｟ ｾ･｣ｨｮ ｪ｟ＮｓｉＮｵ･ｾ

Given an electronically and operationally feasible set

of interconnections,there are still decisions to be made

regarding the mode of transmission. Some of these

considerationsdependon the equipment in place at nodes

of the network and perhapsat intermediatepoints. It

seemsclear that the network envisioned\'lill require

dedicatedlines, available for transmissioncontinuously

during the hours in which the network is operational. Not
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all parts of the network need be on-line during all hours,

perhaps, but is is impractical to wait until a demand is made

to dial up the appropriatecenter. There must be pre-

scheduledperiods of operation.

Node

For greaterclarity, let us make the following

definitions:

Switch point (S) A junction of incoming and out-

going lines at which a routing

option must be taken.

(N) A switch point where at least one

pair of lines (in, out) connects

to terwinal equipment (computer,

user, or both) .

Local Computer (L) A node which has some computing

capacity available to local users.

Computer Center (C) A node at which there is large-

scale computing and storagecapacity.

Master Control (M) The IIASA node.

It is possible that a network contains no switch points which

are not also nodes. On the other hand, some nodes may have

only one pair of connectionsbesidesthose to terminal

equipment. Both situationsare illustrated by the

hypothetical setup in Figure 1. (The dotted lines show

connectionsof minor interest to IIASA.) It is, in fact,

unlikely that the network as such would have switch points

which are not nodes. The telephonelines probably have

their own switch points but these are below our level of

recognition here.

Figure 1, which though hypothetical is not far from

possibility, disclosesseveral problems. Consider first

Moscow. The center there, let us say, is primarily for use

on national problems and is connectedto an internal network.

Even theough they might be anxious to participate in the

IIASA network, they might not be willing to install

additional terminal equipment, different from what they
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Figure 1. A Hypothetic0l Network

already have in use, to facilitate transmissionmodes desired

by IIASA. Now consider Paris. This center, let us say, is

part of another network and is only loosely connectedto the

IIASA network. At the same time, it is the only entre to

London and the networks in Great Britain. Clearly, it will

take a set of well-thought-out and carefully negotiated

agreementsto permit the kind of flexibility desired. Both

policy and financial matters will become important, on top
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of the not insignificant technical problems. Since the

technical planning will involve a substantialeffort, and

since the feasibility of a technical approachwill depend on

the agreementswhich are possible, it is clear that a very

astute planning scheduleis required.

System Style and Data ManagementConventions

Assuming that workable transmissionlines are available

and network arrangementsare complete in the sensediscussed

above, one is now faced with logging-in to a variety of

computersand transmitting meaningful characterstrings to

initiate some computing task. Each computer system has an

establishedset of conventions (higher-level protocols) which

must be honored in order to get useful work done. When

working consistentlywith one system, one either becomes

familiar with the pertinent style and conventionsor

arrangesfor the necessaryassistance. The latter may take

the form of human aides or, now more likely, standardized

packetswhich can be simply invoked (for example, EXEC files

or cataloguedprocedures). If one must switch between

systems (either hardwareor software), he is likely to make

mistakeswhich grow combinatorially with the number of

systemsused. In any event, most users probably do not

understandthe reasonsbehind the conventionsand protocols

but simply accept them as necessaryand use them by rote.

It seems clear that network standardsmust be defined if it is

to be usable by many researchers. Now, however, the network

must provide translationsbetween its standardsand those

of the systems.

To appreciatethe seriousnessof this problem, it may

be instructive to briefly examine the job control language

(JCL) of OS/360, the IBM 360 operating system. Although

many users consider this the worst example of a control

languageextant, it is widely used and has a very extensive

repertoireof capabilities. Aside from the (ugh) syntax,

many featuresof the languageand its use are dictated by
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system design philosphy. One key tenet is that all storage

spaceand data sets of any kind to be used on a job shall be

identified and describedin the job input stream (essentially

a deck of punchedcards, no matter how camouflagedin the

literature). There are advantagesand disadvantagesto this

style of data managementand we need not enter into a

controversyabout it. It exists in a widely used system

and there are different approachesin other widely used

systems.

The JCL statementscontain various kinds of information

and some of it is in excruciatingdetail. Both the terminology

and the syntax representextreme examplesof "computerese",

usually abhorrentto more theoretically inclined people (who

have their own strange jargons). This is particularly true

of the data definition statements(DO-cards) which define

or identify data sets and their device and storagerequire-

ments. Sinceevenexperts in JCL find it impossible to create

perfect input decks for complex jobs consistently--and,in

any event, it is tedious--adevice known as catalogued

procedures (procs for short) is used. These amount to JCL

macros with substitutableargumentshaving, in some cases,

default values. Such procs must be createdwith great care

for every class of job and then installed in the local

system library. The latter processusually requires special

administrativearrangements. Even such an apparentlysimple

and standardfunction as calling the systemassembler

requires numerous JCL statements,including DO-cards for

scratch files of no interest to the user. Hence procs are

nearly always provided for this purpose. (In some inter-

active systems, a prompting program for the same purpose is

made available as an extra-charge"program product.")

Every data set in use has up to three names associated

with it, sometimesmore internally. (The fact that these

are sometimesmade to appear identical does not change the

logical differences.) First, there is the name of the
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data set as it has been or will be stored. These names

consist of concatenatedsymbols which amount to a path

into a tree-structuredfile system. Associatedwith such

a name is a descriptionof the general organization into

which it falls, its storagerequirements,status, and so

forth. These names and descriptionscan also be catalogued

by the system, so that once they are defined and exist, the

data set name provides a sufficient description. However,

statusand disposition argumentsmust still be specified for

each use. These are actually associatedwith the second

name.

The second name is the DO-name which is limited to 8

characters. It is the referent to the data set for use in

the current job. These are often standardizedfor

particular applicationsbut alternatesmay have to be

permitted.

The ｮ ｾ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･ of the third name will vary by application

but usually it is the general file name incorporatedin the

application software. For example, an MP systemmay require

an input file, a model file, and a work matrix, among others.

Internally, they might be called INPUT, MODELS, MATRIX,

respectively. Since }",ATRIX is a scratch file, its DD-name

will probably be ['lATRIX also and its data set will be

describedin detail in a proc, since it is not retained.

The NODELS file might also have a default DD-name of MODELS

but provision must be made for the user. to issue commands

which switch internal file MODELS to some other DD-name.

Similarly, there may be a default data set description but

the user may wish to associateDD-names with different data

sets belonging to his project. Since the INPUT file(s) is

(are) unique to the job, even more flexibility may be

required for this internal name.

Now supposea US8r has been running on a different

system with a different style of data management. One day
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it is decided to switch his job to an OS/360 system, for one

of several easily-imaginedreasons. Several difficulties

can arise. We will indicate just a few.

1. If the user has files (data sets) at his usual

center (A) which are required for today's job

at center (B), the job cannot be switched.

2. If he has submitted a job deck in the style of

(A), it makes no senseto the system at (B).

3. If users submit jobs in network formats, then one

of three provisions must exist:

a) The master node must have translation routines

to all system styles to be used for each class

of job, and each user must funnel his requests

through the master nodep

b) Each node must have translation routines as

abovei

c) Each systemmust have translation routines for

the network formats.

The last would appear the most practical except

that agreementby all participating centers to do

this is probably impossible to obtain.

4. Even if the difficulties in 3. are resolved, then

one of the following provisions must exist:

a) Prerequisiteprocs or their counterpartsmust

have already been installed at all centerswhich

are genuine alternates;

b) The submitting node (or master node) must

transmit complet.8 JCL decks or their counter-

parts (very complicated to createand large to

transmit) .

The above difficulties apply to batch jobs. Interactive

systems, by nature,wouldbe stoppedby 1. above unless a

common data storagewere maintainedby the nehwrk. This

appearstechnically infeasible and/or prohibitively

expensive.
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Some, but not all, of the above difficulties would be

alleviated if every center had the same computing system.

However, this is antithetical to the main concept.

Consequently, it appearsthat, for the foreseeable

future, decisionsas to which systemto use for which job

must be made beforehandusing human judgement. Possibly

some self-containedand relatively simple tasks, such as

compilation and executionof a FORTRAN program, can be

switched on a last-momentbasis.

Data Input Formats; File Structuresand Organizations

The problems in this class are similar to those in the

precedingclass--butone level higher--andneed not be

discussedat such length. However, they can be severeand

must be reckonedwith.

One of the great deficiencies in the world of computing

is that input formats for entirely similar purposeshave not

been standardizedacross systems. There are, in fact, some

de facto standardsand strong similarities among systems.

However, deviations creep in which are not universally

honored. It often happensthat the least comprehensive

version becomesthe most nearly universal standard. (There

are several reasonsfor this which would be tedious to recite.)

Consequently,the most advancedsystemsare most likely to

deviate from any basic standardand also among themselves.

The deviations are of two kinds: syntacticaland logical.

Syntacticalvariancescan usually be resolved by a relatively

simple (though often messy) conversionprogram. However, one

still has the problem of getting such convertersinstalled in

the right places. The logical differences, on the other hand,

usually lead to impasses. Another example from math

programmingwill illustrate this. One very useful feature in

the model structuresof the SESAME system (and certain others)

is what are called indirect coefficients. These are

essentiallysymbolic referents, used for coefficients and
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elements, which are evaluatedat some time or times during

executionof the algorithmic procedures. (They are somewhat

like substitutableargumentsbut more dynamic in use.)

However, the most widely used systemshave no such provision.

Even though SESAME has a standardprocedurefor converting

its model files to formats acceptableby widely used systems,

the indirect coefficients (and certain other model component

configurations) have no logical equivalent. Conversely,

MPSX has certain additions to the "standard" MPS/360 formats

which SESAME cannot interpret.

Even when agreed-uponstandardsare used, different

systemsdo not always give identical results. Anyone who

has transportedprogramswritten in basic FORTRAN from

system to system is aware of this difficulty.

Besidesexternal formats, internal file organization,

which is superimposedon the basic data managementschemes,

can be a further sourceof difficulty. One system for

example, may use tree-structuredfiles and permit random

revision or replacementof components. Another similar

systemmay use sequentialfiles in ｾ ｬ ｨ ｩ ｣ ｨ any change

invalidatesany old information recordedbeyond the point

of change. Users adapt to these different philosophies

and construct their command and control sequencesaccordingly.

But it is quite a different matter to attempt to intercept

the user's commands and convert them to a safe and meaningful

sequencefor a different system.

Processor (Software) and Data-BaseCompatibility

The difficulties in this class are mainly extensionsof

those in the preceding two classesand have already been

hinted at. However, they deservesome additional comment.

Just as there is a lack of standardizationin data management

style, and data format content and syntax, so there is also

a lack of agreementon what a particular application system

should properly provide. An example from assembly language

macros illustrates this. (More pertinent examples for this

class exist but would require much more preliminary

explanation.)
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A macro is a prespecifiedsequenceof prototype

instructionswhich permit substitutionof characterstrings

(macro arguments) and conditional or optional inclusion of

parts of the sequence. Macro processorshave developed into

very powerful but highly intricate programming tools. A

macro is given a name and it is invoked by using this name

as a command (verb) followed by the values to be substituted.

The questionarises as to whether macros can be nested, that

is, whether a macro can include, in its sequence,the

invocation of anothermacro. Modern macro processorspermit

this as it greatly extends the power of macro usage.

Now a macro prototype must also be defined before the

macro can be invoked. A further questionarises as to whether

macro definitions can also be nested. Both specifying and

processingnestedmacro definitions can become extremely

complicated. It is really worth the cost? This is a matter

of opinion: UNIVAC permits it, IBM does not. Personally, I

would probably not use nesteddefinitions even when available.

(I have found the IBM processorquite adequate.) But suppose

a programmerused to UNIVAC software finds nesteddefinitions

useful. How can these be unscrambledfor conversion to an

IBM program? (Such a conversion is unlikely, but the concept

illustrated is valid.)

This kind of incompatibility also extends to data-base

systems. Much of the information content of a system of

files is not in the specific data recorded, but in its

organizationand in the scope of ability to record and

extract data by various classifications. Hence, if it is

claimed that one data-basesystem contains the same data as

another one, this may be only a half-truth. One must compare

the organizationof files and the power and flexibility of

the processingroutines as well.

There are further difficulties connectedwith data

baseswhich span several of our classesof problems. They

may as well be mentionedhere.
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Data bases tend to be specializedand large ones are

unlikely to be duplicated. The creation and maintenanceof

a large system of files is in itself a sizeableand continuing

project. Supposea valuable data base 0 has been createdat

center A using system X. A user at center B, using system Y,

wishes to extract information from it. The following kinds

of problems can arise:

1. System Y cannot access0 directly but must submit pro-

ceduresto X which cause the required data to be made

available. If the user wishes to browse through

o to find something, he will probably have to

abandonY and accessX remotely;

2. When the correct instructions to X are known, X

must output information from 0 in a form

interpretableby Y. This data must be "put

somewhere"until Y is ready to accept it;

3. Center A may not permit unlimited accessto O.

Any restrictionsmust be understoodand honored

by B (and the network) or else no data may be

obtained. Even an attempt to accessrestricted

data, though inadvertent, may lead to disagreement;

4. System X may be in the processof updating 0 when

a request is recp.ived. PresumablyX will have

appropriateinterlocks but this may disrupt

schedulingat B;

5. If B can submit new information for 0, all the

above problems exist in reverse;

6. If B needs information from severaldata bases,

these problems are compounded.

Classificationof Jobs and Tables of SystemEfficiency

The difficulties in this class are mainly conceptual

and expensiveto resolve. Although we have already seen that

it may be impossible to fully automateon-line allocation of

jobs to resources,it is clear that an overall classification

of jobs with recommendedallocations is necessary. The

.'
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accounting systemmust also be planned and implemented. A

great deal of study and experimentationwill be required,

followed by the preparationof excellent manuals and guide-

lines, some in computer retrievable form.

The difficulty of classifying jobs and evaluating system

efficiency is increasedby the following facts:

1. Apparently similar tasks may vary widely, in

reality, according to size, complexity and mode

of operation;

2. Apparently similar capabilitiesamong systemsmay,

in fact, not be truly comparable;

3. The number of casesthat can be run for anyone

class under reasonablyconstantconditions is

insufficient to give a good statistical sample;

4. The types and mix of jobs are continually changing.

Command and Control Languages

The prior discussionshave already indicated

incompatibilities and conflicts in existing command and

control languages,at multiple levels. Some degreeof

standardizationfor the network appearsnecessary. In

addition to the real conceptual, technical and pedagogical

difficulties (which are by no means insurmountable),this

area is rife with strong differencesof opinion and/or

vested interests. (Possibly, multiple natural languagesmay

add to this. For example, an American computer in Germany

or Austria has German markings on the lights and buttons,

French in France, etc.)

Looked at from the positive point-of-view, however, this

may be a golden opportunity to begin a universal processof

standardization. It will be much better to start at a high

command and control level and gradually force compatibility

downward, than to attempt to patch togethermUltiple styles

from the bottom up (except as necessaryin the early stages).

Coordination and cooperationwith existing or planned

Europeannetworks should be an important part of this effort.
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Responsiveand Effective MaintenanceProcedures

The political problems come clearly to the forefront in

this class, both national and organizational. First, it is

not certain that adequatemaintenancestaff and procedures

really exist at all placeswhich would be nodes. This needs

investigationbut let us assumefor now that they do. This

still leaves questionsof commitment, responsiveness,

cooperationand authority. Consider again the hypothetical

network of Figure 1. SupposeIIASA is working on an

important project with London but there are intermittent

failures in the connectionsat Paris. Supposefurther that

maintenancepersonnel in Paris are installing new equipment

for another network or system and are not much inclined to

leave that to searchfor some bothersomefailure in the

equipmentused by IIASA. (They can easily plead that they

have strict instructions to install the new equipmentas

quickly as possible.) Where and how does IIASA bring pressure

to bear to get the necessaryrepairs made?

Since everything rests on the performanceof telephone

lines, situationscan arise in which IIASA is further removed

from a point of trouble. Who does one call if there is a

breakdownof network circuits across the CSSR-Polandboundary

or across the English Channel?

When a system falls below some level of performance, it

is to all intents and purposesunusable. One cannot sit for

long at a keyboard if each line takes ten or fifteen seconds

to respond. (I have tried.) Somehow the importanceof good

maintenancemust be translatedinto responsivecommitment by

a variety of organizations.

Security and System Integrity, plus Accounting Procedures

One of the most important functions of any computerized

system is record-keeping. (Indeed, apart from calculations,

this is the only function.) Clearly, an accounting system is

needed to keep track of usage and charges. This is true even
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though bills from individual centersmay be prepared,

submittedand paid separately,although ideally one would

like this to be integratedinto network accounting. However,

accounting, per se, is only one sort of record-keepingthat

is required.

A second important aspectof this function is the

security and integrity of files. This, in turn, has two

sides: safety from interferenceor confusion within the

network, and safeguardsagainstunauthorizedaccessto files

both within the network and by others outside. We will

discuss the former first.

In both batch systemsand interactive systems,user

files--whether procedures,programs, or data--arestored in

hierarchical files. The primary key into a user's files is

a user identification (userid). In interactive systems,

both a userid and more-or-lesssecretpasswordare required

and, in both batch and interactive systems, an additional

coded account number may be required. Cataloguedprocedures

in batch systems (procs) are usually available only to jobs

running under the userid, except for system-suppliedprocs.

Installation of procs requires administrativearrangement

so they are fairly safe from inadvertentor unauthorized

change.

The userid'smay be in hierarchical arrangements

themselves. Files whose integrity must he maintained

usually require special keys (batch) or special userid's

(interactive) to effect any change. However, such files

commonly have a read-only statuswith respect to other

users in the same main branch of the hierarchy (same company,

same major department, same project, etc.). Even this may

be blocked to all but the owning userid or some special

class of userid's. These mechanismshave been in operation

for several years and there is little chanceof inadvertent

changeto or loss of files except by the owning userid.

Additionally, complete system dlmps are taken periodically
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failure. This does createanother possible source of

exposureof sensitivedata but such backup files are usually

carefully guarded by center management.

Consequently,within one center complex, proven procedures

have long been in use to ensurethe integrity of files and to

largely forestall any confusion in the manipulation of large

amounts of data of many kinds belonging to many users.

However, a user-orientednetwork introducesa need for some

additional safeguards. For example, the network probably

has a list of valid userid's itself. Care must be taken

that these are unique and that ｾ ｲ ｲ ｯ ｲ ｳ do not occur in

associatingjobs with userswith systems,etc. This is only

an upward extensionof conventionsalready well thought out

and in use, but the necessaryplanning and implementation

must be done.

As to unauthorizedaccess to files, the situation is

less clear. Administrative discipline and the inherent

difficulty of circumventing the provisions existingfor integrity

of the systemwill prevent accessby the idly curious.

Additional safeguardsand encodingsdesignedby the user can

add further protection. Nevertheless,it is an open question

whether a skilled and intrepid programmer, with accessto a

network and intent on accessinga specific piece of data, can

be thwarted. It is easy enough to provide traceswhich show

last accessto a file (this is standardin many systems) so

that the accesswill not go undetectedafter the fact,

provided someone looks. But a.bsolute'preventionof unauthorized

accessis difficult to guarantee.

It is easy to make a bogeymanout of security and to

blow the problem up out of all proportion to reality. First

of all, most information is only meaningful and of interest

to those legitimately involved with it. Second, the sheer

complexity of modern systemsmake it unlikely that unauthorized

personsknow what information exists, where it is, or how to

interpret it if they got hold of it.
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The main thing is that participants in the network

understandthe provisions that exist, and agreeon the

necessaryadministrativeand disciplinary procedures. After

all, large corporationskeep recordsof all sorts in

elaboratecomputerizedsystems, some sharedwith other

companies,and seem satisfiedwith their security and

integrity. Governmentalagenciescomputerizeconfidential

and even secretdata. Even though this may be on in-house

systems, the number of employeesis often large so that the

risks are about the ｳ ｡ ｭ ｾ as in commercial environments. To

t.hose who are still concerned,the only ｡ ｮ ｳ ｾ Ｑ ･ ｲ is the

following: if you have data so sensitivethat absolutelyno

risk of exposurecan be allowed, keep it in a vault or on

your own private system.

International and Inter-organizationalPolitical Problems

It seemsnecessaryonly to mention this class. IIASA

already has more experiencein this area than this writer

can possibly add to. However, a few words may be in order

on the kind of effect that can occur to a project or working

systemwhen high-level decisions, or a lack thereof, are

made without a full understandingof the technical implications.

Supposea decision is made to undertakea cooperative

project and all participating organizationsare in agreement.

The project must now be planned and the work-load assigned

to various groups. It is almost certain that this allocation

will be based in part on special expertisepreviously gained

by the various members. First of all, there may be both

duplicationsand deficienciesin existing skills. If a

duplication exists between two groups with some amount of

professionalcompetition, it can be a delicatematter as to

how to assign tasks. If a deficiency exists, it may be

becauseno one has found that area of effort interesting, so

anotherdelicate situation arises in assigningthat task.

ｾ ｯ ｷ consider a case where a group has a unique capability

but their work has been done on a highly incompatible system
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in which they have a vested interest. It may not be in the

best interestsof the project to use their existing programs

and procedures. Another delicate situation arises.

Now the resolutionsof the above hypothetical--but

realistic--situationsare very likely to be made on purely

political grounds, regardlessof the operationalconsequences

for integrating a useful system across the ｮ ･ ｴ ｾ ｲ ｯ ｲ ｫ Ｎ If the

highest-activityproceduresare assi.gnedto a grou.p working

on the least accessibleor least compatible system, then the

effectivenessof the whole project will be badly degraded.

Furthermore, considerableforesight must be exercised

in anticipating changesin attitudeswhich may occur during

the project, for any of a number of reasons. For example,

a decision by a participating center to change systemsor

organizationalstructuremay have a disasterouseffect on

ongoing work.

Of course, all these difficulties are merely extensions

of those which have arisen in many corporatemanagementswhen

new systemsand structueshave been proposed. However, the

lack of centralizedauthority in an inter-organizational

and international framework makes the resolutionof such

ｰ ｲ ｯ ｢ ｬ ｾ ｾ ｳ more difficult.


